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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to determine how well cooking shows promote safe food
handling via TV and to suggest their use for providing good hygiene and good cooking practices
examples for consumers.
Design/methodology/approach – Principal component analysis was applied for the multivariate
statistical analysis of the cooking shows, the components being: personal hygiene, cross-contamination,
cooking and storing practices and risk communication. Data were collected via a questionnaire special
designed for the purpose of the study. The positive attributes were converted into numbers using a
nine-point Likert scale. This conversion enabled ranking of the cooking shows as a function of the total
results obtained and considering the best show as the one with the maximum score attained.
Findings – Evaluation of cooking practices by food safety professionals highlighted the most
frequent safety errors and poor practices that are disseminated by the TV shows.
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Practical implications – While the repetition of good food handling and cooking practices risks
antagonizing viewers, an increase in occasional emphasis of good hygiene would be of benefit to
domestic viewers and potentially improve food safety practices among the public.
Originality/value – This is the first study that gives an European perspective on presentation
of safety practices during food handling and preparation in a range of TV cooking shows as it
examines 19 such shows broadcasted in six European countries over three months. Adherence to
food safety standards and introduction of a star rating system for safety practices in TV cooking
shows is proposed.

Keywords Education, Hygiene, Food safety, Consumer, Kitchen, TV cooking shows

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Even though the contamination of food can occur at any stage of food production and
major responsibility lies with the producers, a large proportion of foodborne diseases
are caused by foods that are improperly cooked or mishandled either in domestic
kitchens or in food service establishments (Fotannaz, 2011). Taking into consideration
that home prepared food has been suggested to cause a proportion of 9-90 per cent of
food borne illnesses, the proportion varying among countries (FSA, 2000; Redmond
and Griffith, 2003), it becomes obvious that it is necessary to find means of improving
consumer understanding of food safety; one approach could be TV cooking shows.

Cooking shows are part of a growing number of television programmes that
challenge the traditional distinction between factual and entertainment programmes,
the key ingredient being the cooking demonstration (De Solier, 2005). Most of the
cooking shows are performed in a kitchen set in a studio, but there are also shows that
are performed in real kitchens (restaurant or home) or outside (garden, beach, river
banks or lake shorelines). In such shows, a celebrity chef is very often involved. He/she
either does the cooking or acts just as host, coordinator or supervisor of the cooking,
while guest professional chefs, celebrities from show-business or other invitees prepare
one or more dishes over the show duration.

Although cooking programmes and food demonstrations are perceived as
entertainment sources, they are partly educational, so they are excellent vehicles for
delivering food safety information to young people (Diehl et al., 2010) and other groups.
Indeed, television was cited as one of three main sources of food safety information by
Irish teenagers (Tobin et al., 2005).

Warburton (2001) noted that, while cookery programmes were becoming
increasingly popular in the UK, it was perceived that they devoted little or no
attention to health and safety aspects of food preparation and storage. Subsequently,
research carried out at the University of Guelph, Canada (Mathiasen et al., 2004),
revealed that chefs on popular television cooking programmes make food safety errors
13 times as often as they handle food correctly. The study showed that an average of
seven food-handling mistakes was made during a typical 30-minute show. About 30
per cent of the shows analysed were produced in Canada, while the remainder were
from the USA and the UK. The most frequent error was poor hand washing, which
occurred in 75 per cent of the segments from 2002 and 96 per cent of those from 2003.
Another prevalent mistake was not separating raw from cooked foods, which was
noticed in 72 per cent of the shows in 2002 and 86 per cent of those in 2003.

A content analysis of a total of 49 episodes from 30 m Meals, The Essence of Emeril,
Everyday Italian, Paula’s Home Cooking and Semi Homemade Cooking with Sandra
Lee revealed a total of 460 poor food handling incidents, compared to 118 positive food
safety references. Most commonly, these shows did not demonstrate washing fruits,
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vegetables and herbs properly. A lack of hand washing was also frequently observed
(Irlbeck et al., 2009).

TV-cooking shows may be an important way to reach the groups of consumers and
demonstrate good practices, but, on the contrary, may also show risky behaviour in the
kitchen. In this context, the study aimed to determine how well cooking shows promote
safe food handling via a powerful mass-media in six European countries and to
determine the need to use of TV cooking shows as tool to support food safety education.

2. Materials and methods
In all, 19 TV cooking shows (Table I), which were broadcast during November 2012 to
January 2013 in six European countries (Austria, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway,
Romania and UK) were analysed regarding the hygiene and food safety practices they
promoted. The shows were randomly chosen, but covered all the days of a week and
different hourly segments.

A group of academics and scientists (authors) covering all the six countries
designed the questionnaire and analysed the shows. All the experts involved have a

Original name/translated

name

Country where

it was watched TV-channel

Duration

(min) Type of recording

Hellstrøms Mesterkokk/Hellstroms

Masterchief

Norway TV3 45 Precast show, inside (studio), cruise

boat kitchen, restaurants, outside

(harbour)

Barnas Restaurant/Children

Restaurant

Norway NRK 30 Precast show, inside (studio),

kitchen

Hellstrøms Inviterer/Hellstrøm

Invitees

Norway TV3 30 Precast show, inside (studio)

Kitchen Hero Ireland RTE1 30 Precast show, partly in partly out

Jamie’s 15 m Meals Great Britain Channel 4 30 Precast show, inside (studio)

Netherlands 24 Kitchen

Masterchef Ireland Ireland RTE1 30 Precast show, inside (studio)

Neven Maguire – Home Chef Ireland RTE1 30 Precast show, inside (studio)

Martin Still Loves Fish Ireland RTE1 30 Precast show, inside (studio),

outside (e.g. garden, at sea); each

partially

Frisch gekocht mit Andi und Alex/

Rapid Cooking with Andi and Alex

Austria ORF 25 Precast show

Silent Cooking Austria ORF 30 Precast show

Koch mit Oliver/Cook with Oliver Austria PULS 4 25 Inside (studio)

Rudolph’s Bakery Netherlands 24 Kitchen 30 Precast show, inside (studio),

Easy Meals Netherland 24 Kitchen 30 Precast show, inside (studio)

Saturday Kitchen Live Great Britain BBC1 90 Live show, inside (studio)

Rick Stein’s Taste of the Sea Great Britain Good Food

HD

30 Pre-cast show, inside (studio)

Top Chef Romania Romania Antena 1 120 Precast show, half inside, half

outside

3Flavours, 3 bucatari/3Flavours,

3 Cooks

Romania Prima TV 30 Precast show, real kitchen

Cireasa de pe tort/The Cherry

on Top of the Cake

Romania Prima TV 60 Precast show, real kitchen

Reteta de acasa/The Recipe

of Home

Romania Acasa TV 15 Precast show, studio

Table I.
The TV cooking shows
submitted to food safety
evaluation
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general expertise is in the food safety domain, while their specific expertise covers food
microbiology, hygiene in kitchens and in other food business units, food safety
management, and consumer behaviour in relation to food safety. In addition, they
act occasionally as external auditors of food safety systems implemented in food
business units.

A draft questionnaire was made by three of the experts, then discussed and revised
by all involved scientists. Important criteria for designing the questionnaire were that
risky handling practices that are frequently reported from domestic studies had to be
covered (Shapiro et al., 2011). However, due to the format of the cooking shows, some
practices (e.g. left-over handling) could not be included as they are not elements of the
processes included in TV shows.

The questionnaire had two parts. The first allowed the researchers to collect
information on show duration, frequency of broadcasting, show type from the point
of view of its aim (competition, instructive, product placement) and the type of
broadcasting (live or pre-cast), TV channel, place (real kitchen, studio kitchen, outside)
and persons who did the cooking (chefs, celebrities or lay public – males or females).
The second part of the questionnaire was designed to evaluate: personal hygiene,
cross-contamination, cooking and storing conditions, risk communication. These
topics were considered by the World Health Organisation (WHO) to cover the five keys
to safer food (WHO, 2006).

Topics taken into consideration in Sections 1, 2 and 3 are similar to those present in
the questionnaires that food safety officers use when evaluating the food business
operators (Bolton et al., 2005; Queensland Health, 2010; Wright et al., 2012). Section 4
was specially introduced to investigate if cooking shows are used as communication
channels for food risk. The questions of the survey are presented in Table II.

The answers to these questions were recorded as frequency attributes (never,
infrequent and frequent) representing the number of the safety practices corresponding
to the show’s length. Furthermore, the positive attributes were converted into numbers
using a nine-point Likert scale, where never was rated with one point, infrequent with
five points and frequent with nine points, and the negative attributes were rated

Category Question Abbreviation

A Were the hands been washed before start cooking? Hands_A
Was a chef uniform or any similar protection equipment worn? Dress_A
Did she/he wear jewellery and/or a watch? Jewellery_A
Did she/he have long or polished nails? Nails_A

B Were the hands been washed after contact with raw meat/fish? Hands_B
Was the chopping board changed after contact with raw meat/fish? Chopp_B
Were the knives changed or washed after contact with raw meat/fish? Knives_B
Were the spoons changed or washed properly after tasting the cold meal? Spoons_B

C Was there an assessment that the meat/fish was cooked properly (using
thermometer)?

Cooking_C

Were any instructions about appropriate cooking given (minimum time/
temperature)?

Training_C

Were any instructions about the cooling temperature and time given? Cooling_C
D Was food safety information provided? Safety

info_D
Was any information contradictory to food safety recommendations? Bad info_D
Were any cleaning procedures mentioned? Cleaning_D

Table II.
Questions and associated

acronyms applied to
assess the food safety

practices in TV shows
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with �1 point for never, infrequent with �5 points and frequent with �9 points. This
convention enabled ranking of the cooking shows as a function of the total results
obtained and to consider the best show with the maximum score attained. For multiple
evaluation of the same cooking show, an average value was further taken into account
in the statistical analysis.

In addition to filling out the questionnaire, the experts made notes on risky food
handling observed in the show that was not covered in the questionnaire.

3. Data analysis
The reliability of the data regarding food safety practices collected by the evaluators of
the above mentioned TV cooking shows was checked using the Cronbach’s a coefficient
for multiple items (Clayton and Griffith, 2008; Saba and Messina, 2002). Cronbach’s a
assessed how reliable the results of the TV evaluation reports were to measure the same
construct (food safety practices). This coefficient was calculated using the MINITAB 16
software for the data set after standardization (the mean values for each variable were
subtracted from each variable value and the result was divided by the standard
deviation of the values for each variable). Cronbach’s a values approaching 1 suggest
high internal consistency, while a benchmark value of 0.7 is commonly used to indicate
that the items measure the same construct (Saba and Messina, 2002).

A principal component analysis (PCA) that transforms the original measured
variables into new variables, called principal components (Berrueta et al., 2007; Çam
et al., 2009; Patras et al., 2011), was performed using the Unscrambler software (Version
9.7; CAMO, Norway). PCA is a mathematical tool which performs a reduction in data
dimensionality and a transformation into a new co-ordinate system. This allows
visualization of the underlying structure of the experimental data and relationships
between data and variables, together with a significant decrease in noise. PCA gives
the possibility to analyse the data collected in a multivariate way (Fernandéz-Ruiz
et al., 2013), thus considering both the overall performance of the cooking shows (which
allows their classification) and the reciprocal relationship between the food handling
practices (Demattè et al., 2013).

The PCA was applied on a data matrix with 19 rows corresponding to each
evaluated cooking show, and 14 columns corresponding to questions from the
categories A, B, C and D (Table I). The answer to the questions was introduced in each
of the 14 columns as an average score per show. The data were mean-centred, not
standardized and full cross-validated (Johansen et al., 2011).

Based on the maximum decrease of the residual variance and according to the
parsimony principle, four principal components were selected in the PCA.

Comments made within the Results and Discussions section referring to frequency
of events described by PCA were made using the following terms: very rarely for o10
per cent of the situations, rarely/infrequent/occasionally for 10-25 per cent, often for
60-80 per cent and very often for more than 80 per cent.

4. Results and discussions
4.1 Descriptive data
Most of the cooking shows taken into consideration in this study happen to be
instructive (74 per cent), had professional chefs as performers (63 per cent) and were
of 30 minutes or less duration (79 per cent).

The value obtained for the Cronbach’s a coefficient (0.821) proved that evaluators
were consistent when assessing the TV cooking shows and provided a reliable
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judgement of the safety practices, even if they did not watch the same TV shows. This
result also suggests that the questionnaire was a reliable tool for evaluating the
cooking practices in different TV shows, when applied by evaluators with a similar
background.

Many commonly recurring errors were reported in most of the cooking shows
evaluated for safety practices, either from the point of view of personal hygiene,
cross-contamination or cooking and storage practices. The results demonstrated
significant differences across the investigated safety practices, taken into account by
the four categories of questions presented in Table II (A-D). In the evaluated TV shows,
the performers had a very low score (M¼�0.04; SD¼ 0.02) for personal hygiene
(category A), obtained better results for the measures applied to assess cooking and
storage safety (category C) (M¼ 2.70; SD¼ 1.66, po0.02), and even better results for
the hygienic handling practices (M¼ 3.01; SD¼ 2.56, po0.01) (category B). A similar
type of finding was reported in a study made for the home cooking environment by
Shapiro et al. (2011) in which respondents demonstrated more positive attitudes
towards proper hygienic food handling than towards using food thermometers.

Risk communication (category D) registered scores (M¼ 1.05; SD¼ 0.74) situated
between those obtained for personal hygiene and cooking and storage. Comments on
the recurring errors identified in the TV cooking shows are presented below.

4.2 Personal hygiene
Personal hygiene includes several issues, such as protecting the food from contamination
from the preparer (avoid contamination via feces, body fluids and hair) or clothes. It was
not possible to include all factors associated with personal hygiene in the questionnaire,
but the expert viewers noted risky behaviour beyond the questionnaire when observing
this. Several other poor practices not included in the questionnaire were observed,
including scratching the head and nose whilst cooking, and sniffing the food by getting
the nose very close to it. These practices could be associated with contamination of food
with Staphylococcus aureus, and represent a risk if the food is not stored properly after
preparation allowing the pathogen to multiply and produce toxin.

Hands are an important source for several food associated pathogens (Montville
et al., 2002). Washing hands before handling food was performed only occasionally by
some of the cooks instead of being promoted as common practice. Although one
children’s cooking programme (The Children’s Restaurant) did emphasize the need for
washing hands, no instruction regarding how this action should be performed was
provided. As many studies have demonstrated that the practice of washing hands,
although it is one of the basics rules, represents one of the most difficult practices to
implement (Larson et al., 2000; Pittet, 2000; Clayton and Griffith, 2003). TV cooking
shows could offer a good support for visual demonstrations of hand washing, if their
producers understand the show’s impact on creating appropriate behaviours regarding
hygiene practices. Watches, bracelets and occasionally rings, which may protect
bacteria during the hand washing procedure, were often worn by professional chefs
(seen in 68 per cent of the evaluated TV shows).

Using hygienic clothing, such as wearing aprons and covering the hair was included
in the questionnaire although these measures to avoid contamination may be of less
importance than hand washing regarding direct risk, and may be more regarded as
signals for hygiene. Even when the shows involved professional chefs 33 per cent of
them did not wear hats, whites or aprons. As discussed below, using the clothes as
cloths for hand cleaning was observed.
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4.3 Cross-contamination
Cross-contamination occurrences are difficult to determine, however many experts
agree that cross-contamination plays an important role and is responsible for the
sporadic outbreaks associated with home cooking (Humphrey, 2001; Clayton and
Griffith, 2003). If only this argument is to be considered, it would be highly advisable
for all TV cooking shows to display correct food handling practices that will induce
the viewer to use correct cooking practices. Practices associated with the risk of
cross-contamination from raw products to ready-to-eat products were observed in
several shows. Important vehicles for transfer of pathogens are hands and equipment
with direct food contact with such as knives, spoons and chopping boards. The
practice of washing hands after handling raw meat or fish was infrequently observed
(16 per cent of the evaluated TV shows) and on occasion the host chef had to prompt
the guest chef to carry this out. In other shows (e.g. Top Chef Romania, Hellstroms
Masterchef, Saturday Kitchen Live) chefs seemed to prefer to wipe their hands on a dry
cloth, such as a tea towel or an apron (sometimes blood-stained), between any operation,
and this was inevitably the same cloth used throughout the cooking operation, with
obvious cross-contamination risks. It is not appropriate to use the same cloth to clean
hands and to clean cutting boards and plates, even if it is wet, especially after handling
raw meat.

One practice regularly adhered to in the UK was that of presenting and preparing
meat, fish and vegetables on different chopping boards, with red and blue plastic
boards regularly used for meat and fish, respectively, while wooden chopping boards
were almost always used for vegetables, fruit and bread. Unfortunately, this was not
the case for the shows evaluated in the other EU countries. TV viewers need to know
that cross-contamination also occurs when cutting boards are just wiped using paper
tissue (common practice in 3 Flavours, 3 Cooks).

The practice of regularly tasting food during preparation using a spoon was often
suggested or even shown (seen in 71 per cent of the evaluated TV shows), but what
happens with the spoon afterwards was very rarely demonstrated (happened in
4 per cent of the evaluated TV shows), so it was assumed that the spoon was washed to
avoid the risk of contamination from using it repeatedly without washing between
operations. This action should, however, be mentioned, if not shown. Using the same
unwashed spoon was seen on several occasions. Furthermore, using fingers to taste
food was observed. Sometimes this happened several times with the same food.
Besides the risk of transferring microorganisms to food, the habit of tasting food
by fingers or repeatedly using the same spoon without washing it is perceived by TV
cooking shows fans as a disgusting habit. For example, the Points of View page on the
BBC web site contains complains on the bad hygiene practices presented in Master
Chef show (Littlejohn, 2013).

4.4 Cooking and storage conditions
Heat treatment is among the most important measures in the kitchen to eliminate
vegetative bacteria in raw materials and similarly cooling for inhibition of bacterial
growth and toxin production. A recent consumer study showed that temperature
violations (cooking, cooling and storage) was rated among the most risky food
handling behaviours in the home (Røssvoll et al., 2012).

Advice on cooking times was difficult to assess across or between TV programmes
or even within a programme, as several different dishes were prepared, using specific
raw ingredients requiring a wide range of cooking techniques, times and temperatures.
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Precise heat treatment times were rarely given (happened in 25 per cent of the
evaluated TV shows) though mentioning an appropriate cooking temperature where
ovens were used was a normal practice. Assessments of whether food was thoroughly
cooked were very often based on visual appearance (seen in 96 per cent of the evaluated
TV shows). Although judging visual appearance is a common method to evaluate
doneness of red meat, it may not be a safe method to measure proper heat treatment
(Kennedy et al., 2011; Røssvoll et al., 2014).

For items such as large fish, easy removal of skin or inserting a knife into the
deepest part of the flesh then testing for warmth on the lip were advised. Such advice
is not only bad, but it is also dangerous, leaving the consumer at risk of being
burned. In none of the programmes assessed were any recommendations given
on appropriate cooling and subsequent storage conditions if food was not to be
consumed immediately.

Data reported in the literature show that cooks are more prone to the practice of
hand washing than to that of using food thermometers and proper temperature control
(Redmond and Griffith, 2003; Shapiro et al., 2011). Similarly, in the present study, people
showed a more positive attitude towards hand washing if prompted than usage of food
thermometers to check meat temperature when cooking.

4.5 Risk communication
TV cooking shows should adhere to food safety standards and should use the
opportunity to introduce simple but important food safety messages. There is a real
challenge for the programme production team to balance between the education and
entertainment message of the cooking shows. However, only the success of achieving
this balance could considerably contribute to improve food safety practices. While
good hygiene practices were often indirectly suggested, the reasons behind following
such practices, like the risk of microbiological contamination from raw to cooked food,
was rarely, if ever mentioned.

The risk of consuming unwashed fruits and vegetables was not communicated and
only 17 per cent of the evaluated TV shows demonstrated the practice of washing
fruits and vegetables before cooking. An exception to this was Cook with Oliver and
Jamie’s 15 m Meals, where the practice of washing vegetables before preparation was
quite common. Although washing with water may not completely eliminate pathogens,
it can potentially reduce their numbers, and this fact should be announced to
consumers as a measure to fight against the food outbreaks related to raw vegetables,
fruits and berries, which are increasing (Verhoeff-Bakkenes et al., 2011).

Good refrigerator practice was also something that was very rarely mentioned (in 5
per cent of the evaluated TV shows) and simple steps like allowing food to cool
thoroughly before refrigeration and appropriate refrigeration temperatures could
easily be, but were almost never, included in such programmes. The likelihood of
antagonizing the viewer through patronizing repetition of good food handling and
cooking practices is high, but programmes often show bad practices, which is also
rarely pointed out, or if corrected, the reasons for correction are not explained. An
increase in emphasis of good practices would therefore clearly be of benefit to domestic
food safety practice.

It is also feasible to introduce a star rating system for safety practices in TV
cooking shows similar to the one used for restaurants. Table III suggests a star rating
scheme for TV cooking shows. The number of stars given to a show would indicate
how reliable the show is from the point of view of safety practices. Such a measure
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could be seen equally as a stimulant for broadcasters to improve the hygiene practice
they promote via TV cooking shows and an intervention strategy tailored for the
needs of individual consumers to obtain improvements in public health. If such a
measure is implemented, the person giving the star rating would need to be qualified in
food safety.

4.6 PCA
PCA was applied for the multivariate statistical analysis of the cooking shows. The
analysis was performed using four principal components based on their ability to
explain over 84 per cent of the total variance.

The score and the loadings for PC1-PC4 are indicated in Figures 1 and 2.
The loading plot of the first two principal components PC1 and PC2 explaining

64 per cent of the total variance provided a projection view of the inter-variable
relationships and showed how much the questions contributed to each principal
component. As the results from Figure 1 show, PC1 which has the highest contribution
to the total variation (47 per cent) is strongly influenced by the questions from the cross-
contamination category (B). The strongest influence on PC1 is given by the chopping
boards and knives, indicating that the practice of using the same boards and/or knives for
raw fish or meat and then for cooked foods or for ready to eat salads, without washing
them and the good practices of washing the utensils and the chopping boards were
noticed, suggesting a strong variation of these practices among the evaluated shows.

Another important contribution to the variation in PC1 is the assessment of
the appropriateness of cooking regime, a question that was included in category C.
The practice of wiping hands with the same cloth when handling raw and cooked foods
from category B also highly contributed to the total variation (Figure 1(b)) measured by
the principal component (PC1).

When analysing the score plot (Figure 1(a)), it can be easily seen that Easy meals is
the TV show ranked first from the perspective of the food safety practices applied,
having the highest average score for the B category of questions (nine points).
This illustrates that during this show most of the good practices that prevent
cross-contamination were explicitly demonstrated. Easy Meals had very good average
scores for categories A and C also, and it was included in a separate cluster apart from
all the rest of the TV shows, in cluster I.

Number
of stars Significance Explanatory notes

0 Major improvements
required

Infringements of food hygiene rules are noticed. No comments on
hygiene rules and food risks are made

1 Poor standards Food hygiene rules are inconsistently applied, bad practices being
often noticed. No comments on hygiene rules and food risks are made

2 Fair standards Food hygiene rules are applied. Comments on hygiene rules and on
food risks are not made

3 Good standards Food hygiene rules are respected. Comments on hygiene rules and on
food risks are made occasionally

4 Very good
standards

Food hygiene rules are respected. Comments on hygiene rules are made
on regular basis, while on food risks are made occasionally

5 Excellent standards Personal hygiene rules are respected. Practices regarding food
handling and temperature control are well demonstrated Comments on
hygiene rules and food risks are made on regular basis

Table III.
Proposal for hygiene
ratings of TV cooking
shows
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The second centroid cluster (II) in PC1 gathered TV shows with very good average
scores for the B category of questions such as: Top Chef Romania, The Recipe of Home
and Saturday Kitchen Live. Rick Stein’s Taste of the Sea, (Figure 1(a)), can be considered
as being safe for some hygiene aspects (cleaning the knives or using different knives
for cutting raw foods and cooked foods, wearing aprons and adequate uniform, hand
washing during preparing food). However, some of the practices demonstrated were
not very good (i.e. the repeated use of the same spoon to taste raw and cooked food
without any washing step, the habits of wearing wrist watches and other jewellery
while cooking).

It should be taken into account that the shows Rick Stein’s Taste of the Sea, Top Chef
Romania and Saturday Kitchen Live were performed by professionals, while the
The Recipe of Home show was presented by a celebrity, which could explain its lower
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Figure 1.
PCA analysis of cooking

shows, scores (a) (I, II, III,
IV-clusters) and loadings

(b) plots for PC1

(47 per cent) and PC2

(17 per cent)
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score compared with Top Chef Romania on PC1. Moreover, Rick Stein’s Taste of the Sea,
Saturday Kitchen Live and The Recipe of Home are instructive shows while Top Chef
Romania is a competition between professional chefs and the stress of competition
could increase the number of mistakes compared to the regular shows.

The third centroid cluster (III) in PC1 was placed at a significant distance from the
first one and it included shows such as Rudolphs Bakery, The Cherry on Top of the Cake
and the show 3 Flavours, 3 Cooks. This cluster had variations given by the jewellery
wearing habit, by the cleaning practices and hand washing before cooking and it was
influenced mainly by variables from category A questions.

The fourth cluster (IV) included shows with a low average score and multiple
inconsistencies for the food safety practices applied. When considering both PC1 and
PC2 it was noticed that the fourth cluster was separated by the horizontal axis PC1 in
two parts (Figure 1(a)): on the positive scale of PC2 is situated Barnas Restaurant and
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Figure 2.
PCA analysis of cooking
shows, scores (a) and
loadings (b) plots for
PC3 (13 per cent) and
PC4 (7 per cent)
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Rapid Cooking with Andi and Alex and on the negative scale of PC2 is situated
Hellstroms Masterchef and Cook with Oliver. The results of the evaluation showed
that Hellstroms Masterchef and Cook with Oliver had low average scores for the A
category of questions, while Barnas Restaurant and Rapid Cooking with Andi and Alex
had positive values for the same category of questions. These findings are connected
with the personal hygiene measures, namely the presence of wristwatches and other
jewellery, that were observed in Hellstroms Masterchef, 3 Flavours, 3 Cooks and Cook
with Oliver shows and were seen less frequently in cooking shows like Barnas
Restaurant and Rapid Cooking with Andi and Alex.

The principal component two (PC2) contributed 17 per cent to the total variation and
it was influenced by the practice of wearing jewellery, cleaning and hand washing on
the positive scale of the axis (Figure 1(b)) where Rudolph’s Bakery is the show that
had the maximum score (Figure 1(a)). On the negative scale of PC2, the variation
was influenced by the wearing of protective equipment, aprons or special dresses
(Figure 1(b)) and The Recipe of Home together with Saturday Kitchen Live registered
low average scores (Figure 1(a)).

Principal component three (PC3) contributed 13 per cent at the total variation. It was
strongly influenced by the practice of hat and apron wearing, jewellery wearing and
also by hand washing, food cooling on the positive side of the axis designated by PC3.

PC3 was influenced by cooking instruction, the presence of food safety information
and the habit of using the same spoons to taste raw and cooked foods on the negative
side of the axis (Figure 2(b)). From this perspective shows such as Rick Stein’s Taste of
the Sea obtained a high score for the personal hygiene and 3 Flavours, 3 Cooks a low
score for the same criterion. The fourth principal component – PC4 – had a smaller
contribution to the total variation (7 per cent) compared with the other three analysed.
A positive contribution was given by the cooking practices but also by questions
regarding risk communication from category D, where Hellstroms Masterchef
show registered a high average score. The strong influence of variables such as
cooling but also chopping boards placed the show Saturday Kitchen Live on the
negative side of PC4 axis. Furthermore, it can be noticed that The Cherry on Top of the
Cake is a show in which food safety risk communication was well undertaken as
opposed to The Recipe of Home, which was placed on the negative side (Figure 2(a, b))
of PC4 axis.

Overall, when analysing the distribution of the shows according to PC1 and PC2,

four main clusters were noticed that allowed classification of the shows. PCA indicated
that 47 per cent of the evaluated TV shows are included in three clusters (I-III) that
have relative high average scores, but need improvements of certain safety aspects
mostly related to cross-contamination and personal hygiene, while the rest of the shows
(53 per cent) had relatively low average scores and presented many poor hygiene
practices that could negatively influence the viewers.

The best safety practices were observed for the show Easy Meals presented by the
24 Kitchen TV programme.

5. Conclusions
Evaluation of the cooking shows by food safety professionals, using questionnaires
combined with PCA analysis, enabled identification of similarities and differences in
the cooking practices in TV shows.

The investigation revealed that unsafe handling of food or lack of preventive measures
to reduce the likelihood of food poisoning is frequent in European TV cooking shows,
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either instructive or competitive. Time pressure, which is high in cooking competitions,
should not be an excuse for mistakes regarding hygiene rules and food safety practices.

Associating risk communication with endorsement gestures of the safe handling
practices would increase the educational role of the TV cooking shows. To let the
public know how reliable a cooking show is for food safety practices and risk
communication, a star rating scheme was proposed. The effect of such shows, alone
and in combination with other measures to improve safety should be subject for further
research.
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